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MILITIRATION AND CONSCRIPTION

T M  i 1 1 is n0t a lecture on this important matter. It is also not
■

be a comPlete thesis on the topic.

Thr i *, k'’ Wil1 merely serce as iiqout to beain to to dis-
ou». 1 order to write ud a more complete paper on the topic of 

tption.

| s‘ T K*v' ION
, s ibout #96$ the South African Defence Force was a relatively 
’ '' ■ >'perat ion. But after I960 onwards we witness an escsiation in 

t Mi •*' t ivities of the military on all levels of our society and more 
icallv in it’s illeqal occupation of Namibia.

Thrre are specific reasons for this. And we must look at why this 
happened so that we would be able to understand the latest initiatives 
of the regime.

South Africa was experiencing one of it's worst crises. Infact it was 
a deep organic crisis,i.e. South Africa was facing a crisis on all 
levels of society.
Economic level
-After 1976/77 we saw an enormous outflow of foreign capital from S.A. 
-A massive increase in unemployment.
-And a shortage of skilled lobour.

Political level
-Nationwide uprisinas in 1976
-1977 SADF. defeat in Angola.
-Deaths in detentions.
-Increased military activities from both Swapo and the ANC.
-Pressure from overseas countries.
-And since 1973 S.A. was faced with increasingly organised and 
militant working class resistance which took at times an open anti- 
capatilist line.

It was because of this deep organic crisis that we find tfr&t the rulincr 
class talking about restructuring society. We specifically could hear 
this from the quarters of bi§ bussiness ar.d t’.e i-ilitary.



In December 1977 we witness a conference between the military and 
big bussiness. It became clear that they realised that narrow Afrikaner 
nasionalism and racial hegemony is not the kind of system all South- 
Africans would defend. They agreed that a shift to the free market 
systemSyvrtw* and economic growth and stability would be a more acceptable 
system. And that if they wanted to stem the tide of Revolution they 
had to cdi-opt and win the hearts and minds of big sectors of the • 
oppressed and explioted. Though they realised that they needed to 
develop and expqnd their military apparatus and strength they also 
agreed that bullets kills bodies not beliefs. And that the war is 
only 20% military and 80% socio-economic. They agreed that if they 
lose the socio-economic strugqle then they might aswell not bother 
to fight the military one.
This clearly illustrates that the ruling class defines the struggle 
in political terms more than a clearcut military one.
It is with this kind of thinking that the ruling class began to re
shape and to change our society. And over the past few years we .saw 
a new structure emerging in the top hierarghy of govermwnt.i .e . the 
state security council, and it became the most influential decision 
mcjking political institution in the country, (the SSC consists of top 
military,bussiness and cabinetminister^nd all major decisions first 
has to go through this council before it goes through parliment)

And from here onwards we are witnessing the SADF beginninq to extent 
itself throughout all levels of society.
- top goverment-the^SC
-It's closer relationship with capatalists.
-An escalation in the activities of the SADF in Namibia.
-The destabilization of neighbouring states.
-The civic action programmes 
-Border operations in Northern Tvl.
-Civil defence in urban areas.
-Manning roadblocks assisting the police.
-In Education.

-Militarization of the media 
-Youth preparedness programmes 
-Cadet system 

Also in black schools we find the SADF busy as;
-Teachers with the gun in the corner.
-In youth training camps.

This clearly illustrates a co-ordinated planned campaign of militarising

our already oppresive society.



CONSCRIPTION
The goverment,as part of it's concerted effort to win over sections 
of the oppressed and exploited, introduced a New Deal to co-opt the 
coloureds and indians.
As part of it's new deal the goverment is planning to conscript coloured 
and indian youth int6 the SADF. This should be seen as a sErious 
attack on the progressive democratic movement. And we are forced to 
respond to this - as^has the potential to destroy the whole democfatic 
movement and on the other hand also has hhe potential to take the 
liberation struggle forward in leaps and bounds. But we need to clearly 
understand the issue of conscription before actually embarking on 
a campaign.
Conscription as an issue
We must see conscription as part and parcel of the qoverments fruad, 
the new deal. And our struagle against conscription should be part 
of our resistance against the devisive nww deal.
Why does the ruling class deem it important to conscript coloured 
and indian youth ?
It is a clear attempt to devide ttje progressive movement in fahe countrv

O Kd.-cf
against the increased militancy and strugale of our people against

A

Apartheid/Capatalism.
Secondly and very importantly is the way the goverment wants to portray 
the war in S.A. They want to make us and the world to think that the 
SADF is involved in ^ a r  against a foreign aggressor intent on over
throwing the current order and replacing it with an "atheistic Marxist 
dictatorship" This propoganda has been used to disquise the reality 
of the situation in S.A.—that within S.A.,the SADF is fighting a civil 
war against fellow South Africans who could no longer passively accept 
their oppression and exploitation.
And meanwhile in Namibia the SAdf,as a foreign aggressor,ensures the 
continued colonial type occupation and exploitation of that country. 
This is important to understand as our campaign against conscription 
should reflect this ideological struggle correctly.
We also see the deracialization of the economy at the edges and con
scription serves to strebgthen this,it shows a tendency* to a more 
free market economy.
We also witness the increased army involvement in the Bantustans.
With the aid of ex-Rhdidesians, Isreals and the SADF controlling labour 
and any resistance in those areas. All those found redundant by the 
SA.economy are dropped in the Bantustans and therefore it creates a 
highly inflamatory situation (massive unemployment). The army is used
to controll and to stabilize that situation.



In the light of all this we need to rigoursly oppose conscription. But 
we need to plan the campaign. And there are important aspects to
remember before planning any campaign.
Some broad principals
Non-racial unity- United action of all the oppressed against conscription. 
Throughout the campaign we must consolidate the unity of the oppressed 
and exploited against the devisive state strategy.
The ideological(political) importance/nature of the campaign-We have to 
fight against the propoganda that the Sadf is in a fight against a 
foreign aggressor.
The campaign must be used to stEEngthen our organisations and structures. 

-We must popularize our structures.
-Raise the consciousness of the masses on this issue.
—Develop popular slogans. To lent national cohesion to the campaign, 
Because it might bE taken up differently in different regions 

pending on specific conditions in the regions.
It should also be noted tl>at conscription iS an issue that will affect 
all sectors of our community and not only the youth who are directly 
affected by conscription. It therefore becomes important to discuss 
the issue as broad as possible,involving almost all the UDF affiliates. 
Focus of the campaign
- Oppose drafting of legislation extendina conscription to coloured

and indian youth.
- Oppose the implementation of conscription.
- Oppose continued conscription of those already conscripted.
- Expose the SADF publicily and to counter it's propoganda.
- To support those who would refuse to comply with their call up s.
The campaign
It is clear that the campaign will have to go through different phases. 
And this paper could not wm mechanistically map out the entire campaign.
But very broadly...

-Internal education.i .e . educating our members around issues of conscript!
-resources
How it will affect different sites o<fi struggle
-legislation
-rural areas
-slogans etc...

-The more high powered degree of mobolization and education and to use 
the issue to build our organisations.

-Phase bf defaince.



It will be important for this conference to discuss the phases,especially 
the educational phase and broadly outline the others,more indepth.

It is my opinion that this conference could at most only clearly outline 
the educational phase and that we should agree to meet again to futher 
discuss strategy.

Comerades conscription is along term campaign. We must set realizable 
goals and we need to be flexible with reqard to adjustinq the course 
of the campaign while it is in progress.

Let us move forward united and remember that we shall never fight for 
Apartheid and exploitation.
Forward to a united democratic South Africa free from racism,oppression 
and exploitation.
Amandla...
Thank you very much comm.chair...
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